Previous studies, which examined whether symbolic and non-symbolic quantity representations are processed by two independent systems or by one common system, reached contradicting findings, possibly due to methodological differences. Indeed, some researchers advocate the two systems approach, based on the presence of notation-specific switch cost in conditions where adults have to compare pairs of symbolic and non-symbolic quantities, in combination with the absence of such a cost in conditions containing quantities of the same notation. However, other researchers used matching instructions, and reported a facilitation in the mixed notation conditions, suggesting that the two systems are automatically integrated. In the current study, we conducted three experiments, in which we examined the existence of two separate quantity systems, but we used various experimental manipulations (e.g., task instructions, presentation order) to unravel the previous inconsistent findings. In Experiment 1, we investigated the role of task instructions by presenting participants with pure and mixed notation trials with both comparison and matching tasks. In Experiment 2, we tested the role of blocked and randomized presentation order for the pure and mixed trials. Our data showed that cost for switching between the symbolic and non-symbolic quantities is present, but is prone to a certain methodological drawback: when the differences between the processing times for two sequentially presented stimuli of different notations are not taken into account, this masks the cost for switching between the two systems. To overcome this problem, in Experiment 3 we used an audio-visual paradigm. Overall, our results provide further evidence for the existence of distinct quantity representations, independently of task instructions or presentation order. Additionally, considering this methodological pitfall we argue that the audio-visual paradigm is better suited when investigating the integration between symbolic and non-symbolic quantities.
Introduction
For the past thirty years, the research domain of numerical cognition has been dominated by the view that symbolic numerals (e.g., Arabic numerals, number words) and non-symbolic PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0200808 July 16, 2018 1 / 22 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
are involved (e.g., [24] ). The design of Liu et al. [21] is based on studies using Stroop-like methods, in which facilitation/interference effects from an irrelevant stimulus dimension on a relevant stimulus dimension are investigated (e.g., [25, 26] ). However, the presence of a facilitation effect from irrelevant dots on the corresponding digit, as interpreted by Liu et al. [21] , does not necessarily imply the existence of a symbolic integration and/or of one common representational system. The only thing that could be claimed is that there is an automatic associative relation between these two representations [26] . That is why, the findings of Liu et al. [21] could not be seamlessly reconciled with the previous studies claiming one common numerical system. Consequently, these conceptual differences between the studies of Lyons et al. [22] and Liu et al.
[21] with respect to their designs and interpretations, make it difficult to draw a direct coherent conclusion about the relation between symbolic numbers and non-symbolic quantities. Furthermore, the conceptually divergent starting points of Lyons et al. [22] and Liu et al. [21] , described above, had as a consequence that both studies applied different tasks, which also might have contributed to diverse interpretations of their results.
For example, Lyons et al. [22] argued that the comparison task is well suited to examine the relation between symbolic and non-symbolic quantity representations because it urges participants to access "how much a given symbol represents explicitly" ( [22] p.636). However, other researchers previously argued that the effects from the comparison task might result from decisional strategies (for details see [27] ), and/or general sensorimotor transformations [28] and thus do not necessarily index the actual numerical magnitude representation. Consequently, other tasks have been proposed to be better suited for addressing the numerical magnitude representations. One such task is the numerical matching task, where participants have to judge if two magnitudes match or mismatch in their quantities [29, 30] . This task is to some extent analogous to the "numberness task" used in Liu et al. [21] . Inasmuch as they took into account the actual dot quantity that participants perceived, the performance in this "numberness task" in fact reflects participants'abilities to implicitly match symbolic and non-symbolic quantities. Therefore, using different task instructions may tap into the magnitude representations to a different extent.
In conclusion, the conflicting interpretations from the two studies described above clearly show that there is no unified opinion in the literature regarding the question about the existence of a one common or two distinct number magnitude systems. Therefore, in the current study we investigated whether the degree to which evidence for distinct (e.g., [22] ) or for integrated (e.g., [21] ) symbolic and non-symbolic quantity representations is found, depends on the differences between the methodological manipulations used in these two studies. To this end, we conducted three experiments with adults. In Experiment 1, we replicated the experimental design of Experiments 2 and 3 of Lyons et al. [22] , but now with participants given both comparison and matching instructions in separate conditions. This way we examined whether a switch cost was present when symbolic and non-symbolic number processing need to be integrated for a comparison decision (i.e., replication of Lyons et al. [22] ) and whether these results can be generalized to matching instructions. In Experiment 2, we tested whether the presence of a switch cost depends on the order of the pure and mixed trials (i.e., blocked versus randomized). Given that these two experiments resulted in some pitfalls of the purely visual presentation, in Experiment 3 we overcame these problems by using audio-visual paradigm to examine the costs between pure and mixed trials.
The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences of the University of Leuven (file number G−20160679). All participants gave written informed consent. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. There were no outliers because none of the subjects performed at chance ( 50%) or were too slow/ fast (> 3SD above or below the group). (Data available in S1 Dataset).
Procedure, task instructions and stimuli. All participants performed both tasks subsequently with a small break in between (i.e., one with comparison and one with matching instructions) in six possible stimulus combinations: (1) digit-digit, (2) number word-number word, (3) dot-dot, (4) number word-digit, (5) digit-dot, and (6) number word-dot. All six combinations were randomly presented in both tasks. The presentation order for the stimuli in all mixed conditions was balanced (e.g., for the number word-digit condition half of the trials started with digit and half with number word, and same applied for the remaining mixed conditions). The order of the instructions was counterbalanced across participants.
E-prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, http://pstnet.com) controlled for the stimulus presentation and recording of the data. In the comparison instruction condition, participants had to decide which of the two sequentially presented quantities was larger. In the matching condition, they had to respond if the two sequentially presented stimuli were numerically the same or different. In both instruction conditions, the importance of speed as well as accuracy was emphasized. Participants each time gave their responses bimanually on an AZERTY keyboard, by pressing "a" with their left index finger, if the first stimulus was larger/ if both were numerically equivalent, and "p" with their right index finger, if the second stimulus was larger/if both stimuli were numerically different.
Stimuli for the comparison instruction condition consisted of the quantities 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, denoted as digits, number words or dot arrays in all possible combinations, excluding combinations containing the same numbers (e.g., '1-1' or '1 -one'). Dot arrays were generated using the MATLAB script of Gebuis and Reynvoet [31] controlling for non-numerical cues (i.e., total surface, convex hull, density, dot size and circumference). All trials where stimulus combinations contained the quantities of 1 and/or 5 were considered filler trials, because these quantities were the smallest and largest in the range and therefore the judgments on these trials could be easily made on the basis of only one stimulus. Consequently, only trials containing quantities 2,3 and 4 were analyzed.
In case of the matching instruction condition, stimuli were the quantities 2, 3 and 4, denoted as digits, number words or dot arrays in all possible combinations, but now also including combinations containing the same values (e.g., '2-2', or '•• -2'). Here, all trials containing the same numerical value were considered fillers.
The task design was identical to Lyons et al. [22] . Stimuli appeared centrally on the screen in white font Times New Roman (size 44) on a black background. Each trial began with a 600ms fixation cross. Afterwards, the first stimulus appeared for 150ms, followed by a 700ms blank interval and the second stimulus for 150ms. Participants gave their responses during the blank screen that followed immediately after the second stimulus. The response was followed by a 1000ms intertrial interval, after which the next trial was presented. Prior to the actual experiment, participants were given 10 practice trials with feedback. No feedback was provided during the actual experiment. The filler-to-target trials ratio for the comparison condition was 2:1 (144 target and 86 fillers), whereas for matching it was 1:1 (144 target and 144 fillers).
Results
First, mean accuracy scores and median reaction times (RT) on correct responses were submitted to a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with instruction (two levels: comparison vs. matching) and notation (six levels: digit-digit, number word-number word, dot-dot, number word-digit, digit-dot, number word-dot) as within-subject variables. Whenever the assumption of sphericity was violated, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was reported. Mean accuracies and median reaction times (RT) per instruction and per notation are depicted in Table 1 .
Second, to examine whether we could replicate the finding of Lyons et al. [22] , and whether they can be generalized to matching instructions, the cost for switching between symbolic and non-symbolic notations was calculated similarly as was done in the original study. Namely, Lyons et al. [22] calculated the switch cost as the difference between the RT in the mixed condition and the RT in the pure condition that yielded the worst performance. For instance, the switch cost for the digit-dot condition was computed by calculating the difference between the RT in the digit-dot condition and the RT in the dot-dot condition, because the dot-dot condition was the slowest pure one (i.e., slower than the digit-digit condition). We did exactly the same for all conditions: from RT in the mixed number word-dot condition we subtracted the RT of the dot-dot condition, and form the RT in the mixed number word-digit condition we subtracted the RT of the number word-number word condition, because these were the slowest pure conditions, respectively (see Table 1 ). Next, these differences between the RT in the mixed and in the pure conditions differences were submitted to an one-sample t-test, to check whether they significantly differed from zero. According to Lyons et al.'s [22] hypothesis, this cost should be larger than zero for differences between the digit-dot and the dot-dot condition, for the difference between number word-dot to the dot-dot condition, but not for the difference between number word-digit and number word-number word.
The ANOVA on the accuracies showed a significant main effect of instruction, F(1,35) = 21.305, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.378, with participants performing more accurately in the matching instruction condition than in the comparison instruction condition. There was also a Fig 1) . There was no cost for switching 
Discussion
Unexpectedly, Experiment 1 did not provide evidence for an additional processing cost in conditions where participants need to integrate symbolic and non-symbolic quantity information. Put otherwise, contrary to what we expected based on the findings reported by Lyons et al. ([22] ; Experiment 2), our mixed digit-dot condition was not slower than the dot-dot condition, thus running against the hypothesis of two distinct magnitude representations, as defined by Lyons and colleagues [22] . Moreover, our results did not depend on the type of instruction, because we observed similar findings in both comparison and matching. Therefore, we reasoned that our inability to replicate the findings of Lyons et al. [22] must be due to some other methodological factors that were different between their study and our current Experiment 1. We reflect on these possible differences below.
First, in our study, the presentation of all six notation combinations was randomized, which means that participants were unaware about the format of the upcoming number pair. This uncertainty has possibly forced them to keep all notations active in the brain, in order to meet the task requirements, thus making use of cognitive control mechanisms [24, 32, 33] . By contrast, in the study of Lyons et al. [22] , each notation combination was presented in a separate trial block. Consequently, in such a blocked design no extra cognitive effort is required, because participants know beforehand which type of trial will be presented. In other words, the blocked design applied by Lyons et al. [22] may be a more precise method for observing a switch cost, compared to a randomized design, in which other cognitive mechanisms might interfere.
Second, Lyons et al. [22] also used large numbers (10, 20, 30 and 40) , while we only used small numbers that fall in the so-called subitizing range [34] . Although in the original study, a switch cost was present even for the small quantities (59ms), it was more pronounced for the larger ones (109ms) ( [22] p.639). Therefore, we reasoned that the inclusion of larger numbers might enable us to detect a switch cost more easily.
Finally, Lyons et al.'s [22] instructions were slightly different from the ones we used in Experiment 1. Lyons and colleagues [22] instructed participants to decide whether the first or the second quantity was larger, or whether they were the same, whereas in our study, both judgments were conducted in separate blocks. Therefore, one could argue that the strategies used by our participants to solve the task were different from the strategies used by the participants in the original study.
Consequently, to examine whether these methodological changes were responsible for the different results of our study and the one conducted by Lyons and colleagues [22] , we (1) presented the different trial types in separate blocks; (2) included larger numbers; and (3) applied the same instructions as in Lyons et al. [22] . In addition, we also added a random presentation (as in Experiment 1), with which to compare the blockwise presentation.
Experiment 2: Randomized and blocked presentation

Method
Participants. Twenty one students from the KU Leuven, aged between 18 and 31 (M age = 20.48 years, SD = 3.40, 6 males), participated in exchange for course credits. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and signed an informed consent prior to the experiment. No subjects were excluded for low accuracy score ( 50%) or too slow/fast responses (>3SD from the group mean). (Data available in S1 Dataset).
Procedure, task instructions and stimuli. All participants performed the same task as in Lyons et al. [22] , i.e., they had to judge which one of the two sequentially presented quantities was larger, whether the first or the second, or they were both numerically equivalent. If the first quantity was larger, they pressed "a", if it was the second-"p"; if they were the same-they pressed "SPACE" with both thumbs simultaneously, on an AZERTY keyboard. Only trials containing different quantities were considered target trials. Participants performed this task once in random trial presentation and once in blockwise trial presentation condition. In both presentation conditions, the stimuli were a combinations of small (1, 2, 3, 4) and large (10, 20, 30, 40) quantities, presented in the same six notation combinations as in Experiment 1 (i.e., digit-digit, number word-number word, dot-dot, number word-digit, dot-digit, number word-dot). To optimize the duration of the experimental procedure, the stimulus pairs for mixed notation conditions were presented only in one direction in both randomized and blocked condition, i.e., for dot-digit trials the first stimulus was always dot, for digit-number word trials the first stimulus was digit, and for number word-dot trials the first stimulus was number word. This rationale was based on the findings of Lyons et al. [22] , who reported that "mixed-format performance did not depend on the presentation order" ( [22] p. 637). All six notation combinations were presented completely random (cf. Experiment 1) in the randomized presentation task, whereas in the blockwise presentation task condition, each block contained only one of the possible combinations of notations, (e.g., one block only digit-digit, one block only mixed digit-dot, etc.). The presentation order and the order of the different blocks in the blocked condition were counterbalanced. Each participant was presented with 48 target and 16 filler trials, per notation. This resulted in 288 target and 96 filler trials, per presentation condition. A break was given between each 64 trials in the randomized presentation condition. Similarly, in the blockwise condition, a break was given after each block (i.e., after 64 trials). The trial procedure was identical to Experiment 1. In the random condition, ten practice trials with feedback were given prior to the actual experiment, in the blocked condition, five practice trials with feedback were given prior to each block.
Results
Similar analyses as in Experiment 1 were conducted. First, a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with presentation type (two levels: blocked vs. random), number range (two levels: small vs. large) and notation (six levels) as within subject variables. Mean accuracies and median RTs per presentation type, number range and notation are depicted in Table 2 . Next, (4) 97 (4) 97 (4) number word-number word 97 (4) 97 (4) 99 (2) 98 (5) dot-dot 90 (7) 72 (17) 91 (9) 81 (10) Mixed notations number word-digit 97 (4) 97 (4) 98 (3) 98 (3) dot-digit 92 (6) 68 (14) 93 (7) 74 (9) number word-dot 94 (5) 74 (10) 94 (9) 80 (11) Reaction times (ms) switch costs were computed for all relevant conditions. Again, based on the reasoning of Lyons et al. [22] , and similar to Experiment 1, here we expected a switch cost in both accuracies and RT, when comparing the digit-dot to the dot-dot condition and when comparing the number word-dot to the dot-dot condition, but not when comparing the number word-digit to the number word-number word condition. Additionally, if the way of presentation and the number range are indeed crucial factors influencing the integration between symbolic and non-symbolic quantities, the expected switch cost should-in line with Lyons et al. [22] -definitely be observed in the blocked condition, and the size of the switch cost should be larger for the larger quantities.
The ANOVA on the accuracies showed a significant main effect of presentation type, F (1, 20 0.690: responses were faster in digit-digit trials, followed by number word-number word trials, and mixed number word-digit trials (see Table 2 ). There was only one significant interaction-between number range and notation, F(2.659,53.189) = 11.396, pGG < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.363. (Fig 3A) .
Blocked presentation condition. In terms of accuracies, there was significant switch cost in the digit-dot condition for large quantities t ( (Fig 3B) .
(A) Switch cost for the Random presentation condition. Error bars denote the 95% CI. (B). Switch cost for the Blocked presentation condition. Error bars denote the 95% CI.
Discussion
As was the case with Experiment 1, Experiment 2 did not provide us with consistent evidence for the presence of two distinct representations for symbolic and non-symbolic numbers. Put otherwise, in contrast to what had been observed by Lyons et al. [22] , our second experiment showed an inconsistent pattern with respect to the presence of a switch cost in the mixed notation conditions, i.e., where an integration between symbolic and non-symbolic quantities was required (e.g., digit-dot and dot-number word). Additionally, these findings clearly suggest that the presence of such a switch cost is not influenced by the presentation conditions (i.e., random vs. blockwise), nor by the number range (i.e., small vs. large numbers), as we initially hypothesized, because the results remained quite similar across manipulations.
Following the rationale of Lyons et al. [22] for defining a switch cost (i.e., that the performance in the mixed condition should be worse than the performance in the most difficult pure condition), the interim conclusion of our results is that they do not provide evidence for the existence of separate magnitude systems for processing symbolic and non-symbolic numbers. Alternatively however, the lack of a consistent switch cost pattern might possibly be due to the influence of an extraneous variable, which was overlooked. Specifically, after visual observation of the RTs in both our experiments, and the RTs reported in Lyons et al. [22] , we noticed that the RTs in our pure symbolic conditions were much faster than the RTs in our pure non-symbolic conditions, which was not the case in the study of Lyons et al. [22] . Clearly, such an observation might be due to a noise in the data, which can have serious consequences for the interpretation of our results. Therefore, we decided to further examine in more detail the data of the mixed conditions. More specifically, for the mixed conditions in Experiment 1, half of the trials consisted of a digit followed by a dot array, whereas in the other half, a dot array was followed by a digit. As a consequence of this sequential presentation, the observed RTs heavily depend on the processing time of the second stimulus, which is different for both type of trials (digit-dot vs. dot-digit). The above implies that, although a switch cost might be present in the mixed trials where a dot is followed by a digit, it might be masked by the fact that such trials will still be faster than pure dot-dot trials, simply because the second stimulus (i.e., a digit) is processed faster than a dot pattern, as also hinted by the RTs in the pure digitdigit and dot-dot conditions. To test whether these RT differences between the pure symbolic and the pure non-symbolic conditions indeed affected the interpretation of our results, we performed an additional post hoc analysis.
Following the reasoning described above, we computed the average RTs for each mixed trial type (i.e., dot-digit and digit-dot trials) separately and compared these RTs with the corresponding pure conditions. More specifically, in Experiment 1 average RTs were computed for the comparison and matching conditions together. The mixed dot-digit trials were compared with pure digit-digit trials and the mixed digit-dot trials were compared with pure dotdot trials. The same was done for the mixed number word-digit trials. In this way, possible differences in processing time, due to the different notations of the second stimulus, were eliminated. Therefore, we expected that the digit-dot condition would be slower than the dot-dot condition, and the dot-digit condition would be slower than the digit-digit condition. By contrast, the number word-digit condition should not be slower than the digit-digit condition, and the digit-number word condition should not be slower than the number word-number word condition. In support of our expectations, a switch cost was indeed present for the digitdot condition, when compared with the dot-dot trials t(35) = 2.059, p = 0.047, d = 0.343, and for the dot-digit condition when compared with the digit-digit trials, t(35) = 2.258, p = 0.030, d = 0.376. Furthermore, in line with Lyons et al. [22] , when both notations were symbolic, there was no switch cost: neither when the digit-number word condition was compared with the number word-number word trials, t(35) = 0.648, p = 0.521, d = 0.108, nor when the number word-digit was compared with the digit-digit trials, t(35) = 1.881, p = 0.068, d = 0.314.
For Experiment 2, the same analysis was applied-the average RTs for each of the mixed trials were aggregated over random and blocked trials. Because in this second experiment the mixed trials were always presented in the same order, i.e., dot-digit and digit-number word respectively (see section Procedure, task instructions and stimuli for Experiment 2), the second stimulus is always either a digit or a number word. Therefore, unlike Experiment 1, here the mixed trials for Experiment 2 were compared only with the digit-digit and number wordnumber word trials. Nevertheless, the results were in line with the results from Experiment 1, i.e., the dot-digit trials were significantly slower than the digit-digit trials, t = 7.696, p < 0.001, d = 1.679, and more importantly, the digit-number word trials were not slower than the number word-number word trails, t = 1.870, p = 0.076, d = 0.408. Additionally, the switch cost for dot-digit condition was significantly larger compared to the digit-number word condition, (183 ms vs. 21 ms, respectively), t(20) = 6.319, p < 0.001, d = 1.379.
With respect to the dot-digit switch cost, Lyons et al. [22] noted that across their three experiments, the cost was significantly larger for large compared to small quantities. Therefore, in our post hoc analysis we also examined whether the size of the switch cost differed between small and large quantities. In line with Lyons et al. [22] , a paired t-tests for the dot-digit condition showed that the cost was significantly larger for large quantities than for small quantities (244 ms vs. 121 ms, see also Overall, this additional post hoc analysis suggests that there is a cost for switching between symbolic and non-symbolic number representations, but that this cost can be masked by the different processing times of the second stimulus due to different notations. However, these notational differences are difficult to overcome with visual presentation techniques. It seems a well-established fact that digits are generally processed faster than dot patterns (e.g., [36, 37] , see also [38] , and experiments 1 and 2 from the current study). One way to avoid this is by using other paradigms that circumvent the problem, like audio-visual presentation (e.g., [39, 14] ). For example, Sasanguie et al. [14] examined the performance of adults in four different numerical audiovisual matching task conditions. In those conditions, first an auditory number stimulus was presented, followed by a visual number stimulus, and participants had to decide whether both stimuli were numerically equivalent. By orthogonal manipulation of the type of stimulus (non-symbolic versus symbolic), four conditions were created: (1) an auditory number word-visual digit condition, (2) an auditory number word-visual dot array condition, (3) an auditory tone sequence-visual digit condition and (4) an auditory tone sequence-visual dot array condition. These four conditions can be categorized into two pure conditions (i.e., pure symbolic: number word-digit and pure non-symbolic: tones-dots) and two mixed conditions (i.e., tones-digit and number word-dots). These two new categories-pure and mixed, can then be compared with each other. By collapsing the initial four experimental tasks into pure and mixed, possible differences in processing time of the second stimulus are accounted for, which was the main objective in the post hoc analysis reported above. For instance, in this audio-visual design, the dots are always preceded either by tones (when presented in the pure condition) or by number words (when presented the mixed condition). Similarly, digits are always preceded by number words (in pure condition) or by tones (in mixed condition). Therefore, participants have to respond to exactly the same stimuli in the collapsed pure and the collapsed mixed conditions. In addition, when using such a design, in contrast to Lyons et al. [22] , a notation switch is also present in all pure conditions (i.e., non-symbolic dot array to non-symbolic tone sequence; symbolic visual digit to symbolic auditory number word), ensuring that RT differences between pure and mixed conditions can only be due to the integration of nonsymbolic and symbolic numbers. Hence, when using audiovisual presentation to address our research question, we would expect that mixed trials are processed slower than pure trials, indicating a switch cost between symbolic and non-symbolic number representations.
Given the abovementioned advantages of the audio-visual paradigm, we conducted a final experiment adopting the audio-visual matching paradigm of the study by Sasanguie et al. [14] . In our third experiment, we replicated that study, but used comparison instructions instead of matching instructions. Moreover, at the same time we also reanalyzed the data from the original study of Sasanguie et al. [14] with the matching instructions (i.e., Experiment 1 only) and evaluated, as in the Experiment 1 of the current study, whether the cost to switch from symbolic to non-symbolic number notations is possibly affected by the type of instruction (i.e., matching vs. comparison).
Experiment 3: Audiovisual Comparison task
Method
Participants. Thirty participants were tested. Data of three of them were removed because they performed too slow/fast (> 3SD above or below the group mean per task condition), or made too many errors (! 50%). The reported analyses were performed on the remaining sample of 27 participants, aged between 18 to 50 years (M age = 28.63 years, SD = 8.74, 11 males). (Data available in S1 Dataset).
Procedure, task instructions and stimuli. The procedure, task design and stimuli set were identical to Experiment 1 of Sasanguie et al. [14] , except that the participants had to make a comparison decision, instead of matching. Namely, all participants performed four audio-visual comparison tasks: (1) a number word-digit task, (2) a tones-dots task, (3) a tones-digit task and (4)a number word-dots task, which were grouped according to their notation in pure (i.e., number word-digit and tones-dot) and mixed (i.e., number word-dot and tones-digit). Stimuli consisted of the quantities 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9, presented as either digits or dot arrays in the visual modality, and as spoken number words or tones (i.e., beep sequences) in the auditory modality (see Fig 4) . All auditory stimuli had approximately the same duration of 1000ms. They were digitally recorded (sampling rate 44.1 kHz, 16-bit quantization) by a female Dutch speaker. The stimuli were band-pass filtered (180−10.000 kHz), resampled at 22.05 kHz and matched for loudness. The sounds were presented binaurally through headphones at about 65dB SPL. The quantities were divided in two groups as a function of their ratio (on 0-1 scale): small ratios (0.50-0.56) and large ratios (0.75-0.78) for both quantities within and outside the subitizing range (2−3 and 3−4 vs. 5−9 and 7−9). In all task conditions, first the auditory stimulus was presented, followed by the visual one. Participants had to judge which presented quantity (the auditory or the visual) was larger by pressing "a" (covered with a sticker of a microphone) and "p" (covered with a sticker of an eye) buttons on an AZERTY keyboard. Each trial began with a 600ms white fixation cross in the center of a black screen. Then the auditory stimulus was presented for 1000ms, after which the visual stimulus was presented for 1000ms. Afterwards, a blank screen was presented until response. The next trial began after a 1500ms intertrial interval. In the tones-digit and tones-dot conditions, a hissing noise was presented for 1000ms to draw participant's attention to the whole length of the stimulus sequence. Moreover, in these conditions, high and low pitches were randomly interspersed and the intertone interval was varied randomly. Prior to each audio-visual task condition, subjects received 5 practice trials, during which feedback was provided, followed by 40 randomly presented trials without feedback. The order of the task conditions was counterbalanced across participants. 
Results
First, for replication purposes, identical and more detailed analyses per task, as those performed by Sasanguie and colleagues [14] (Ex.1), were applied to the data from this experiment. These results are reported in S1 Appendix.
Second, considering our research question about pure versus mixed tasks performance, we conducted an overall repeated measures ANOVA with task notation (pure vs. mixed), ratio (small vs. large), and number range (within subitizng vs. outside subitizing) as within subject variables. Mean accuracies and median reaction times are reported in Table 3 .
The ANOVA on the accuracies only showed significant main effect of ratio, F ( Comparison tasks
Accuracy (% correct)
Pure notation tasks 94 (7) 89 (9) 93 (9) 85 (8) number word-digit 95 (6) 93 (9) 94 (11) 94 (11) tones-dots 92 (14) 83 (14) 92 (11) 77 (13) Mixed notation tasks 91 (9) 88 (10) 94 (8) 88 (9) tones-digit 92 (11) 84 (17) 93 (10) 84 (15) number word-dots 90 (12) 92 (10) 96 (10) 92 (11) Reaction times (ms) To examine the switch costs between pure and mixed trials in more detail, we computed the switch costs between each pure and the corresponding mixed trial, i.e., between number word-digit versus tones-digit, and number word-dots versus tones-dots, for both small and large ratios. For the number word-digit vs. tones-digit condition, significant costs were observed for both small and large ratios, t (26 Finally, we investigated whether the switch cost, when addressed with audio-visual paradigm, is also dependent on the task instructions (i.e., comparison or matching). To this end, we compared overall switch cists of our Experiment 3 with comparison instructions with Experiment 1 of Sasanguie et al. [14] with matching instructions. For the comparison experiment, a paired sample t-test showed that participants indeed responded significantly slower to the mixed trials than to the pure trials, t(26) = 4.215, p < 0.001, d = 0.811. Similarly, for the Symbolic estrangement or symbolic integration of numerals with quantities matching experiment by Sasanguie et al. [14] , the mixed trials were responded significantly slower than the pure trials, t(32) = 8.835, p < 0.001, d = 1.538 (see Fig 6) . Taken together, these findings indicate that, when an audio-visual paradigm is applied, evidence for the dissociation between symbolic and non-symbolic numbers (in terms of a switch cost) is observed in both comparison and matching conditions.
General discussion and conclusion
Previous findings from studies investigating whether symbolic and non-symbolic numbers are processed by one representation system or whether two distinct number systems exist, have been interpreted in a contradicting manner. Some researchers claim that there are separate systems, based on the presence of a cognitive switch cost when adults have to integrate symbolic and non-symbolic quantities [22] . Others claim that non-symbolic and symbolic numbers are automatically integrated [21] . Therefore, the aim of the present study was to use various experimental manipulations to investigate this issue again, while bridging some of the methodological differences between these previous studies.
We conducted three behavioral experiments with adults. In Experiment 1, we replicated experiments 2 and 3 of Lyons et al. [22] , but instead of only using one instruction format, our participants performed the task with both comparison and matching instructions. In Experiment 2 of the current study, we examined the role of the presentation order of the trials (i.e., blocked vs. randomized presentation). At first sight, and contrary to our expectations based on Symbolic estrangement or symbolic integration of numerals with quantities the findings of Lyons et al. [22] , Experiments 1 and 2 did not support the hypothesis of two distinct magnitude representation systems. However, by analyzing the data in more detail we showed that the presence of a cost when switching from symbolic to non-symbolic numbers can be masked by differences in processing times for the different notations. In order to circumvent this problem, we conducted Experiment 3, using an audio-visual paradigm. In this last experiment, as hypothesized, a clear switch cost for mixed trials was observed. Taken together, our results show that when investigating the integration between symbolic and nonsymbolic quantities with a paradigm well-suited for the purpose, i.e., one that is less affected by the RT differences between symbolic and non-symbolic numbers, an additional processing cost becomes apparent. Furthermore, in line with Lyons et al. [22] , the size of the switch cost was larger for large numbers in Experiment 2. For Experiment 3, the size of the switch cost was dependent on the ratios, but not on the number range-we observed larger switch costs for the more difficult ratios (0.75 and 0.78), compared to the easier ratios (0.50 and 0.56).Additionally, it should be noted that we observed a switch cost when comparing number worddigit vs. tones-digit conditions, but not when we compared tones-dots conditions vs. number word-dots. This observation is probably due to the presumed underlying representations of the presented stimuli in each condition. When a set of tones and an array of dots have to be compared, participants have to rely on two approximate representations. In contrast, when a set of tones have to be compared with a digit, an approximate representation can be compared with an exact representation. This means that, although in the former case (i.e., tones-dots) comparisons can be made within one system which should lead to faster reaction times, the fuzziness of the two approximate representations eliminates this advantage. This confound is clearly present when comparing two single conditions (e.g., number word-dots vs. tones-dots but also number word-digit vs. tones-digit), but can be eliminated when we combine the two pure conditions and the two mixed conditions, as we did in the main analyses of our Experiment 3. In this way, the number of exact and approximate representations needed to compare the stimuli in the different conditions is matched and the reaction time difference that remains between pure and mixed conditions can only be subscribed to switching from one to another system. This is clearly a big advantage of the innovative design that was presented here.
From a methodological point of view, our results show that, when comparing different types of sequentially presented trials, it is crucial to keep the second stimulus identical, in order to control for differences in processing time. The audiovisual paradigm is not affected by the above-it has been used before by Sasanguie et al. [14] and in our Experiment 3. In addition, this paradigm has several other advantages. The first one is that participants cannot base their decisions solely on the visual similarities between the stimulus properties-a problem that has been previously reported in studies using other paradigms (e.g., [29, 31, 40, 41, 42] ). Second, as we already pointed out above, a notation switch is always present in all types of trials. Consequently, a difference in performance between the pure and mixed trials is never confounded by the fact that participants have to switch between notations in mixed trials (e.g., digit-dot) but not in pure trials (e.g., dot-dot; see Experiment 1-2, Lyons et al. [22] ), and is therefore most likely due to switching between underlying mental representations. Finally, the audiovisual paradigm is very well-suited to investigations of the developmental trajectory of the integration between symbolic and non-symbolic quantities, because it does not require that the participants can read (e.g., number words; for similar reasoning, see [43] ).
From a theoretical point of view, our overall results are compatible with the findings of Lyons et al. [22] , suggesting that symbolic and non-symbolic quantities are processed by two distinct magnitude representation systems. The question now, however, is how do these two systems look like? One suggestion regarding the features of these systems comes for the study of Sasanguie et al. [14] . There the authors argued that non-symbolic quantities are processed by the approximate system, whereas symbolic quantities are processed independently by a discrete and precise system (see also [5, 19, 44] ). This proposal was based on the finding that a ratio effect, i.e., an effect indicating the ANS was activated, was present in all tasks containing a non-symbolic element, but was absent in the number word-digit matching task (i.e., the pure symbolic task).To account for these findings with symbolic quantities, it has recently been proposed that the advanced symbolic number system (i.e., such as adults have) may be considered as an associative system, consisting of relations between numerals that are formed on the basis of co-occurrences of numerals (e.g., as is the case in the counting list, adding by twos, multiplication tables, etc.). As a consequence, the association between numerals is a function of a person's experience with symbols during his/her lifespan (e.g., [19, 20, 45] ) However, even if there are distinct symbolic and non-symbolic representation systems, as our data indicate, interactions between the two systems remain, of course, possible. Examples of the latter are cases in which the number of dots in a dot array needs to be estimated (e.g., [46] ), or if the task instructions require that both types of quantities are compared, as was the case in the current study. A transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) study of Sasanguie et al. [18] suggested that the symbolic-non-symbolic integration process most likely takes place in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). More specifically, the integration between non-symbolic and symbolic quantities in a priming task was interfered after IPS stimulation. In contrast, no interference was observed after the integration of two symbolic quantities after IPS stimulation, indicating that these symbolic quantities might be processed elsewhere in the brain. However, more research is required to further investigate the relevant brain areas and the dynamics of this integration process between non-symbolic and symbolic quantities.
In conclusion, the goal of the present study was twofold: 1) to test for the existence of separate symbolic and non-symbolic number representation systems, and 2) to investigate whether the extent to which the evidence for distinct quantity systems is found depends on the task instructions and/or other methodological factors. Taken together, the results provided evidence in favor of the existence of two separate systems, independently of the task instructions and/or presentation order. More importantly, however, we showed that this evidence can be subject to methodological drawbacks, namely, when differences between processing times for different notations are not taken into account, which can mask the cost for switching between the two systems. Therefore, future studies should consider using designs which prevent or are not affected by such pitfalls. The audio-visual paradigm we applied here is promising in this regard. 
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